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Introduction
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Change for Good Health brought together experts to identify critical areas for change
in the physical activity sector, to improve the health and well being of people living in
Canada. This toolkit supplements the Change for Good Health blueprint by providing
tools to successfully implement programming in key Change for Good Health target
areas. These target areas, and some suggested outcome measures, are detailed at the
end of this document.

The contents of this toolkit are designed to walk individuals and organizations through
the process of assessing the needs of their community of focus, analyzing the root causes
of an issue, developing clear programmatic goals, and implementing a successful
program that engages the community. Throughout this document, several overarching
themes emerged, and are highlighted here. 

While this toolkit focuses on smaller grassroots organizations with limited access to
resources, the lessons and information included here can be of use to any size of
organization or individual activist hoping to create lasting change in the health and well
being of their community. 

A cyclical process:
The processes of community engagement,
planning, resource development, and
stakeholder involvement detailed in this
document are not one-time actions. These
processes should be built into every step of
program development, implementation, and
management, in order to continue to listen to
beneficiaries, and to inject learnings back into
the program. 

The importance of a participant-based approach:
Including members of the community at all points in planning, development, and
implementation will increase local ownership, relevance, and success of your program. 

Informed decision making:
All of the strategies detailed in this document are designed to help program designers
and implementers make informed decisions about their work, so that they can provide
the services that are most necessary. Prescriptive programming runs the risk of going
unused by community members, especially compared to data driven and evidence-
based programs. 

https://impaktcorp.com/change-for-good/change-for-good-health/
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How much of the community will
you reach out to? How much time
will you dedicate to this?

Begin by defining what you mean
by 'your community'
What population are you referring
to?  Is there a specific geographic
location? Are there a set of shared
values? What systemic level are you
targeting- individuals, groups, policy,
government, or community,
organization?

Define the scope of the assessment

The community representatives that
you identify here, and the
relationships you build, will be a
valuable component of future steps,
such as creating an actor map, and
forming strong community
ownership of programming and
services. 

Bring a diverse set of community
members to the table, so that all
voices are equally represented and
heard. Make sure to ask who you are
benefiting, and if they are present in
the discussion.

Build community engagement 
Enhance trust, open communication,
and knowledge sharing, ensuring
that community members feel
heard, and their opinions are
prioritized.

Ensure that conversations center
around needs 

Identify assets in the community 
These can include leaders,
community spaces, and other
resources that can be used to
support programming.

Collect data using different tactics 
Utilize focus groups, interviews, and
existing data sources, and combine
all of these key findings to make a
recommendation about the primary
area of need for the community.

Community Needs Assessment

The purpose of this guide is to
facilitate identification of the needs of
the community you intend to work in
by centering the conversation around 
the participants. These strategies
guide you through identifying
strengths and resources within the
community, as well as needs and
desire for change. This provides a
framework for developing services
and solutions that support your
community, and will be more likely to
have internal leadership and support. 
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Before starting a community needs
assessment, select a target area or
specific goal from the Change from
Good Health Blueprint, and use this
to guide your assessment.
Communities have a variety of
needs that are pressing, so it is
critical to structure your questions
around your specific interest area.

 To learn more about conducting Community Needs Assessments use the CDC and other reputable sources.1.

https://www.cdc.gov/globalhealth/healthprotection/fetp/training_modules/15/community-needs_pw_final_9252013.pdf


An awareness of existing programs
and service delivery does more than
encourage information sharing and
prevent the duplication of efforts- it
opens up the potential for new
partnerships and collective action
towards shared Change for Good
Health goals. A well-rounded audit
can also help to identify gaps in
existing service delivery, or help
organizations to learn from existing
programs that are proving effective.

Program Audit
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Identifying community needs
extends beyond the primary needs
assessment. After identifying the
problem area, you should examine
pressure points where the
community needs additional
services. Another important part of
assessing needs is identifying
existing programming that is
attempting to address a similar
problem, to ensure that you are not
duplicating efforts, as well as to
identify ways in which you can build
on existing efforts. Some strategies
to conduct an audit of existing
programming include:

Engage with community members
In particular, engage those already
involved in the Community Needs
Assessment, to identify what
programming they are aware of.

Take a snowballing approach
When speaking with community
members, ask to be put in touch
with others you can also ask about
existing services and programming.Rely on lived experience

Who would be using this existing
programming within your target
community? How can you reach out
to them and ask what they already
use? This might include Facebook
groups, community newspapers, or
other resource centres.

Build relationships with existing
community organizations
Identify organizations could be
aware of, or engaging in, relevant
program or service delivery. This may
include organizations such as BIAs,
Chamber of Commerce, Optimist or 
 Rotary Clubs, Lions Clubs, United
Way, 4H, Salvation Army, After
School Programming, Community
Centres, YMCAs, and other large
community driven organizations. 

Conduct traditional research
Examine existing programming and
services, making use of any existing
directories or listings.

Create a list of organizations
Identify organizations working in
your chosen area of focus, and
conduct outreach to develop
relationships, inquire about existing
programming, or service delivery.



If data shows that there are no
safe and clean urban spaces
for youth to exercise, the
problem statement “There are
not enough garbage trucks”
would not be effective. This
problem statement does not
state a clear root cause, a
specific target group or geo-
graphic area, or the size of the
issue. The problem statement
“Trash is accumulating in X
neighbourhood, leading to
unsafe conditions for youth to
exercise in” would help define
the program more effectively. 

For example:

?
What is a problem statement? 
It is the problem or challenge that this program or intervention is going to
address- be that within the community, at a policy level, or within or through an
organization.

This problem statement will form the
core of the subsequent program
planning, strategy development, and
actor mapping, so think carefully
about identifying an important
community need at its roots.

Defining the Problem
Using the information collected from community assessment and other data
collection processes, implementers should be able to clearly identify the
problem they are hoping to address through their work or programming. The
problem statement is a critical first step to developing an appropriate solution
in the form of service delivery. 
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There are a few questions you can
ask to help identify the problem
statement: 

Review what you already know about
issues faced by the target community.
What problems have been identified
that need solving?

Identify some of the root causes of the
problem. What causes this problem?

Who does this problem affect, and
who is invested in it being resolved?

What is the level and size of the
problem you are trying to address? 

!
2.  More information on writing an effective problem statement can be found here.

https://www.isixsigma.com/new-to-six-sigma/getting-started/how-to-write-an-effective-problem-statement/


A logic model is an explicit definition of what steps or actions you will
need to take to solve the problem you identified within your
community. This exercise will help you better understand where to
begin to accomplish your intended goals and outcomes. It is common
to develop your ultimate outcome, and then begin your planning with
the inputs, following a logical path to your intended outcome. 

Logic Model Framework

Inputs Inputs are the resources being invested in a project- money, time,
materials, staff, technology, etc. 

Activities Activities are the actions undertaken to turn inputs into outputs- hiring
for a position, making a curriculum, conducting a needs assessment, etc. 

Outputs
Outputs are the direct service or product delivered that stem from the
activities (and are easily measured)- trainings, research, other services.

Immediate
Outcome 

Immediate outcomes are a change in the capacity of a beneficiary
based on the goal of the program, such as knowledge or awareness.

Intermediate
Outcome 

Intermediate outcomes are the  expected change in behaviour based on
the immediate outcome- decision-making, action, policy-making, etc. 

Ultimate
Outcome 

The ultimate outcome is a change in the state of the beneficiaries- the
solution to your stated problem.
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This sheet will guide you through the importance of a logic model,
how to develop one, and its ongoing use in program planning. Logic
Models create a structure for developing a more concrete set of
actions to guide you towards achieving program goals. 

3. Other good logic model development resources can be found online, with GAC (here) or other reputable sources.

https://www.international.gc.ca/world-monde/funding-financement/rbm-gar/tip_sheet_2-1-fiche_conseil_2-1.aspx?lang=eng


 More information on writing an effective problem statement can be found here. 1.

Developing a Theory of Change 
There are many interpretations of a Theory of Change (ToC), but in this instance we
are identifying the ToC as the narrative description of the logic model. The logic
model represents the "how" of the project, and the Theory of Change will describe
"why" this will work, while describing the details and nuances of the proposed
program. Creating a ToC is a great opportunity to explain how the different
proposed actions and outputs of a program will lead to the ultimate outcome. A
Theory of Change is often summarized as “Because we will do X and Y, we think Z
will happen”. This narrative can be a great baseline for community knowledge
translation, reports, news releases, presentations to potential funders, and other
programmatic documents. 

A Basis for Evaluation
When developing a logic model, you will be planning your approach to your
program, by identifying goals and outcomes to achieve over time. In order to
identify failure and success, and inject learnings back into your program, you will
also need to set standards and evaluate them accordingly. This should always be
done before implementation. A logic model will help you to develop a strong
Performance Measurement Framework. At each level of the logic model you
should identify Key Performance Indicators and Outcome Measures that you can
assess over the course of the program. In this way you can establish what baseline
data you might need, what data it is feasible for you to collect, what use that data
will have, and what information or mechanisms already exist. Some examples of
Outcome Measurements for Change for Good Health target areas are available at
the end of this document.  

Developing an Action Plan 
The logic model you develop will form a roadmap for your program, guiding you
through the proposed steps, required resources, and other necessary components.
These elements will also facilitate the development of an action plan, as they will
help the team to strategically identify a timeline for funding, personnel,
implementation, and other critical planning components. Guidelines for
developing a strategic Action Plan can be found later in this document. 

Using Your Logic Model 

7
4. Click here to find more information on writing a theory of change, or developing an evaluation plan.

https://www.isixsigma.com/new-to-six-sigma/getting-started/how-to-write-an-effective-problem-statement/
https://www.international.gc.ca/world-monde/funding-financement/rbm-gar/tip_sheet_2_3-fiche_conseil_2_3.aspx?lang=eng
https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-secretariat/services/audit-evaluation/centre-excellence-evaluation/guide-developing-performance-measurement-strategies.html


These sub-sections represent systems who
affect this interest group. This could
include local government, school boards,
religious groups, or more. 
Once you have identified all of the sub-
systems, begin filling out the different
actors who make up the systems. These
can be pulled from existing research, your
community needs assessment, personal
knowledge of involved stakeholders, an
audit of relevant organizations, funders, or
interest groups, or asking yourself, who
sets the policy, who takes action, who in
the community will be most influenced by
this? You may need to narrow down your
list by prioritizing those who have the most
influence or need. 
Once you have an initial map, continue to
involve more stakeholders, and organize
and refine your visual layout further! 

This map is a first step towards
understanding the context you are
working in, and the connections you can,
and should, make. Likely this map will
shift as you continue your work, and you
will add actors to it as you go. It is useful
to create an actor map with a variety of
different stakeholders, so you can make
sure to include as many perspectives as
possible. First, refer back to the area of
focus identified in your Community
Needs Assessment- this will help you to
identify how specific you want your map
to be, including anyone from individuals,
to initiatives or government bodies. 
In the center circle, write the subject of
your problem statement- this could be a
group of people, a community, an age
group, etc. Then, label each sub-section
branching out from the center. 

Actor Mapping

Sub-
system

Actor

Actor

Actor

Core Actor
System

This map is a way of visualizing all of
the individuals and organizations that
influence, or are influenced by, your
problem statement and proposed
solution. By creating a visual layout of
the system of actors who will create
change or be influenced by the
outcome, it will help create a plan of
who to involve, who to discuss
concepts with, and where to seek
organizational or governmental
assistance. The problem statement
helped you to understand the “what”
of your project, the logic model
exercise describes the "how", and this
map will define “who”. 

8
5. To learn more about actor mapping try this FSG resource or other reputable sources

https://www.fsg.org/tools-and-resources/guide-actor-mapping
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Defined my target
community/group/audience

Identified the needs and strengths of
my community

Informed myself about existing
programs addressing the problem

Built relationships with relevant
community organizations

Started building relationships with
community members and leaders

Identified the main problem we want
to address

Defined intended goals and outcomes

Outlined actions and resources
needed to solve the problem and
accomplish ultimate outcome

tasks to be done
resources needed

for the task

when the tasks
must be done

who is responsible
for doing the

identified tasks who else needs to
be involved to

complete this task 

Action Plan
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At this point, most of the groundwork has been done! This page will help you define in
more detail how the desired outcomes of your program can be reached. It involves all
the components identified earlier in this process, bringing together your “what”, “how”
and “who” to clearly lay out an actionable approach, in a realistic timeline. This  plan will
also help identify necessary resources, which is discussed in the next section.

The following checklist can be
used to confirm that you have
followed the process and have
identified the necessary elements
for your action plan.

With the action plan, you will start
transforming your ideas and statements into
tangible items for implementation. This will
also ensure your team is informed on the
roadmap, roles and responsibilities, and level
of accountability during the specified timeline.

There are multiple methods to effectively carry
out an action plan. For most methods you will
have to identify the following components:

Your organizational, high-level, action plan can
also be divided into specific workplans per
area, helping to guide the daily progress and
coordinate the work with other internal and/or
external collaborators.



Identifying grants focused on your level of
programming, or the target area; 

Outreach to organizations or individuals
with similar goals to develop strategic
partnerships, with a focus on achieving
communal goals; 

Innovation in fundraising including events,
crowd-funding, or social impact finance. 

Existing templates for shared use
agreements that address the
liabilities owners of physical
spaces might face when renting
or loaning space, and
simultaneously create potential
for shared costs

Opportunities for experiential
learning, volunteer hours, or
subsidies for internships to
expand personnel

The potential for in-kind donations from
organizations or individuals who share
interests with Change for Good Health

Existing collaborative organizations or
volunteer organizations that fund
programming

Leveraging existing networks or advocates
by involving them as board members or
other levels of involvement. Knowledge and
experience are invaluable resources!

Resource development will
be an ongoing goal for your
program, so establishing
financial and in-kind goals at
the beginning of planning
will enable you to develop a
long term strategy to meet
these needs. 

Identifying Necessary
Resources
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Begin by identifying the existing resources available to you, your organization, and
your community. As you have involved community members from the beginning,
you may find that there are resources such as individuals who will volunteer their
time, or spaces where you can implement programming that already exist. You may
want to explore: 

A key area of program planning is the identification of the types of resources that
will be necessary over the course of the intervention. It is important to consider
what resources are already available, and what resources need to be procured. The
following can help your team identify strategies, types of resources, and new
methods for supporting your programming. 

There are also a variety of opportunities for identifying financial resources. Some
strategies for funding your programming may include:



Engaging with Actors
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As was identified in the first step, working with members of the community
closely is an important component of program success. By involving a diverse
set of individuals in every step from planning to implementation, you will
create a greater sense of ownership and involvement. It may also lead to
leadership from within the community, which will facilitate engagement with
your program or service. 

It is important to continue this trend of community engagement throughout your
programming, so that you can create as broad a positive reach as possible. Some
strategies for continuing to engage actors from within your community of focus
include: 

Involve community
leaders as advisory
committees or
board members,
using their lived
experience, know-
ledge, and com-
munity influence
to engage other
community mem-
bers

The process of community engagement, assessing if needs are being met, and
ensuring that all parties are involved is cyclical rather than linear. You might find that
your program will thrive as you continue to build this process into your programming, 
ensuring  that  everyone's  voice is being heard. If a community is empowered to
design, implement, and participate in a program or service, then it facilitates a
sustainable design, and community ownership, which produces better outcomes. 

Reach out to other
community level
organizations such
as youth councils,
or engage  indi-
viduals with special
relationships to the
community such
as paralympians,
musicians, or other
influencers in the
sphere of interest

Work alongside
organizations that
are highly regar-
ded in the com-
munity and have
good outreach
capacities, such as
community news-
papers, local radio
or TV, or local
sports teams

Remember that
community design
will lead to more
effective prog-
ramming, however
the program or
service will still
need to be gradu-
ally socialized to
the community at
large. 
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Consider what you’re trying to achieve, then break down the
steps to get there via media. Identifying objectives, strategies to
achieve them, target audiences, key messages, tactics and other
elements can take a lot of the guess work out of engaging
media. There are many free online tools to help build your first
communications plan. 

Develop a content calendar that integrates social media activity
as well as traditional media outreach. Pick topics that are timely
and of interest to your audiences. Plan social media content
alongside media announcements or story ideas. By aligning
traditional media outreach with your own media content, you
can create larger conversations and strengthen the impact of
your message. 

If you don’t have a communications professional available, use
existing resources to develop press releases, media advisories,
event invites and more. Having these on hand will streamline 
 technical aspects of connecting with the media, while
maintaining clarity and professionalism in your communications.

This can make engaging with media much easier for your team.
If you don’t have access to a media database, most news sources
will have contact details on their websites. Many journalists also
list their contact information on their Twitter bios, or websites.

Create a communications plan

Plan a content calendar

Create release templates

Maintain media lists

whatPreparing a media strategy will benefit your outreach,
earning you higher engagement and better results.

Media Outreach Strategy
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Media outreach, whether it’s traditional or social, allows an organization to share its
purpose and connect with larger audiences, paving the way to greater change and
deeper impact. For every outreach opportunity, consider Who you want to reach, What
you want to communicate and How to reach the right audiences.

Who is the audience? 
Who are they listening to?
who

that align with your
purpose. What traditional
media sources do they
engage with? Who else
does their audience follow?

Media monitoring services 
 allow you to research
thousands of sources by
size, location, and topic.

Engaging with the
audience you already have
should always be a part of
your plan. Don’t be afraid to
reach out to influencers,
partners, or followers and
ask which media sources
they trust. You can engage
with your audience, and
learn more about where
users like them go for
news.

Find other organizations

Find sources that want to
share your message

Ask your audience!

https://creately.com/
https://www.smartsheet.com/
https://www.meltwater.com/en
https://www.meltwater.com/en
https://keyhole.co/
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You know who you want to share your message
with, and who you want to hear it. Using this
guide, you have the materials in-hand to start
your engagement. 

Now do it!

The less work you create for a journalist, the more
likely they are to pay attention. Look on a media
outlet’s website for specific notes about
submitting stories, submission tools, etc. Use
clear, concise and specific subject lines so your
messages stand out in a flooded inbox. Time is
always of the essence for writers, so be sure to
stay on top of responses!

On social media, audience members and
influencers remember how they’ve been treated.
Connecting with users online strengthens ties to
your brand and your message, and encourages
users to engage with your organization. Likewise
with traditional media contacts, maintaining
relationships can help you a lot down the road. If a
reporter picks up your story quickly or attends
your event, take note of that and keep them in
mind for your next outreach.

Planning is the difficult part, and you can only do
so much of it before opportunities to deliver your
messages pass. Remember that most media
receive hundreds, if not thousands of stories every
day. Get yours out there, and don’t be afraid to try,
try again.

Make things easy

Build relationships

Just hit SEND

how

Media Outreach Strategy



1X# of organizations created that are
effective in developing and
strengthening relationships and
partnerships between organizations
in the physical activity sector 
% increase in awareness of and
engagement with international
documents on physical activity that
Canada is signatory to

Measurable increase in organizations
and individuals from target
communities participating in the
development and management of
physical activity programs and
services
% increase in usage of physical
activity programs and services by
those who previously faced barriers to
equitable access   

# of models effectively incorporating
community influencers as leaders
and promoters of engagement in
physical activity 
Degree to which engagement in
physical activity is perceived as being
more practicable among target
populations 

Incentives and Cooperation in the
Physical Activity Sector 

Democratize Physical Activity 

Make Activity Welcoming

Measuring Outcomes
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This worksheet provides a sample of general outcome measurements for each
target area at a high level,  offering guidance to individuals or organizations as
they identify program indicators to gauge program outcomes and effectiveness. 

# of community organizations
involved in the planning and
implementation of physical activity
programs and services 
Increase in resources (including
financial, human, brick and mortar,
and in-kind) dedicated towards the
support or enhancement of
accessible physical activity services

Measurable increase in skills of
physical activity service deliverers to
employ appropriate mental health
and emotional supports on
themselves and others
# of teachers who have improved
their ability to incorporate physical
activity or movement into their
regular instructional activities 

% increase in incorporation of
essential physical activity principles
into school curricula 
Measurable increase in access for
children to physical activity services
in traditional/nontraditional settings 

Relevant and Relatable Physical Activity 

Train the Trainers

Early Start Health Literacy 

2
3

4
5
6

6. For more information on developing outcome measures, indicators, or KPIs for a program, click here.

https://kpi.org/KPI-Basics/KPI-Development


This toolkit was made possible through the time, effort, and
insight provided by the committed participants of the Change
for Good Health initiative. Their ongoing involvement and
commitment to this process is the key to the success of this
movement, as it strives to improve the lives of all people in
Canada through equitable access to physical activity. 

For previous Change For Good Health documents visit
www.impaktcorp.com/change-for-good-health/
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